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300,000 Cubic Feet, Two-lift Holder
BUTTS, HOIITAITA.
Built by, Chi oar; o Bridge & Iron Works.
Note that holder is not yet painted.

A. INTRODUCTION
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Gasholders are used in connection with gas plants to storegas during the hours when little is used and to give the extrasupply required during the period of maximum demand. The holderalso gives an even pressure in the mains, to the benefit of the
elevated tank equalizes the pressure in water mains. In order +o
ttll
eY
fL t^ltlTT, ?n t^ generating apparatus an exhauster, or ro-ary an, is used to force the gas through the condensing and nurifv-ing apparatus, and force it into the holder. The holder is designedto throw somewhat more than the minimum pressure required and a
^ltl
n
°/' ? 10h iS Placed in the ^tlet pipe just outside' the holdergives exact pressure needed. nuia ,
A gasholder consists of four parts as follows :-
1. Foundation.
2. Water-Tank.
3. Holder.
4. Guide-Frame.
less in ditmPfp?
1?^^^1101^ 37 c ?ns1lsts of a shell which is about 30"if ^ a eter than the water tank and has a roof or crown all of^^ht hlue annealed steel sheets. When empty th?s ™iderrests on landing beams on the bottom of the water-tank with it- toncurb even with the overflow on the water tank. ^ n "as admitted
ras Sure "l/tl^ ^ itS fl0atin^ ^ight baLnc^s^he
*
illJ r? ss^ , or f1Se untl1 lts lcv/er 0UTh is even with the waterlevel inside the holder. This water level inside the holder
f
SSWdT^^TS^ !* a? r0Unt« toG the0 gL pressure.water level is the limit beyond which the lower curb of
tit escape ItZt ^SL^ST* ^.tfla/th. ™ter seal and peSStttng
standards of the gSfraSf lh«^ °?rr *aef s whioh bear against the
A multiple lift holder has two or more steel shells nestedinside the water-tank like the slides of a telescope. Of those shellsthe innermost only has a crown. As gas is admitted the pressurelirst causes the inner section to rise until filled. Then a cunconsisting of a channel and plate (See Fig. 1.) which is riveted tothe outside of the bottom of the inner section catches an inverted
cup called the grip which is riveted to the inside of the top of
the next outer section. As the cup rises from the water it is full
of water so that it and the grip together form a water seal which

prevents the escape of gas. Each section is glided at the top "by
rollers which run on the standards of the guide-frame , and at the
bottom by rollers which run on vertical legs or stii'feners on the
inside of the next outer section, except that the "bottom rollers of
the outer section are guided by guide-rails on the inside of the
water-tank.
2. APPROXIMATE WEIGHTS.
The following table gives approximate weights of gasholders
in steel tanks:-
V/clJJcLwJ. by Wat o-Trh Wpi rrh +* upr oilt c O _L .,11 u X w ML «
1,000 10,000 10.00
^ ooo ?;? 000 6 40
1 000 46 000 4. 60
?0 000 7 5 000 3.75
40,000 127,000 3.18
50,000 155,000 3.10
7^ 000 220 000 2-94
75,000 203,000 2.70
100,000 240,000 2.40
[ 150,000 320,000 2.13
2 Lifts [ 200,000 400,000 2.00
[ 300,000 533,000 1.77
( 400,000 650,000 1.62
( 400,000 640,000 1.60
3 Lifts ( 500,000 750,000 1.50
( 750,000 1,070,000 1.43
( 1,000,000 1,350,000 1.35
( 2,000,000 2,300,000 1.15
4 Lifts. ( 3,000,000 3,100,000 1.03
[ 5,000,000 5,000,000 1.00
3. APPROXIMATE POSTS.
The cost of gasholders varies widely because of differences
in the price of metal, freight rates, erection facilities, and the
class of labor used for erection. The use of union labor in and
about the large cities adds half a cent a pound or more to the erec-
tion cost. Five and eight cents per pound may be taken as the limits
between which the cost of a completely erected holder will vary in the
central states. Thus from the above table v/e see that a 5,000,000
foot holder may cost $250,000. or five cents per cubic foot of
capacity, while a 1000 foot holder may cost $800. or eighty cents
per cubic foot of capacity.

b. agansRAX design
1. CAPACITY
In general a gas works should have a storage capacity about
equal to the maximum daily production. A new holder is made of
sufficient capacity to bring the total storage capacity to about
125$ of the maximum daily production while before another holder is
constructed the holder capacity will probably drop to about 75$ of
the production.
The capacity means the available volume of a holder in its
highest position. The space above the top curb in the curvature of
the crown and the space in the cups and grips are not included since
the gas in those spaces still remains in the holder when the latter
rests on its landing beams. A holder is so designed that the top of
the top curb of the inner section is level with the overflow on the
water tank when the holder is on its landing beajas. Then since the
gas pressure on the inside must be balanced by a water column around
the outside, to get the effective height it is necessary to subtract
from the total height of the outer section an amount equal to the
maximum gas pressure thrown expressed in inches of water. We have
therefore the following expressions for the capacity of holders
D]_ = diameter in feet of inner section.
D2 " " " second
D5 = "
" " " third "
D = n n n n fourth4
H- height " " " inner "
H = www second "
2
H - " w w « third "
3
H • " " " " fourth "
4
The height in each case to be measured from the
bottom of the bottom curb or cup to the top of the
top curb or grip.
h = height of cup or grip ?/hich will be the same for all
cups or grips of a given holder.
(a) Single lift holder.
2
Capacity = —— x - 4")
_
3.14 Dl
2(b) Two lift holder. ©3.14 3.14 D2
Capacity j x % + z (H2 - h - 6")
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(c) Three lift holder.
3.14 D,
2
" 3.14 Dz
Capacity =
—
^ x H, + ^— - h)
3.14 Dl
-
—(H 3 - h - 8")
(d) Four lift holder.
3.14 D, 3.14 Dl
Capacity x H, + - (13.^ - h)
»z -1 / j\
z 3.14 D*
^4° 3(H, - h) + — 4 (H 4 -h - 10")4 4
The amounts 4", 6", 8" and 10" which are subtracted from
the height of the outer section represent approximately the pressures
thrown "by 1, 2, 3 and 4 lift holders.
For holders with more than four lifts expressions similar
to the above may be deduced. In working out any particular case the
correct gas pressure should "be substituted for the approximation in
the last term of each formula.
2. ITUII3ER OF LIFTS.
The number of lifts is sometimes determined by the special
requirements of a particular holder. Otherwise it is decided by
what experience has shown to be the most economical design. The
usual practice is as follows :-
dumber of Lifts Capacity cubic feet
1 Up to 100,000
2 75,000 to 500,000
3 300,000 to 2,000,000
4 1,500,000 to 4,000,000
5 4,000,000 to 5,000,000
3. GENERAL DEJEHSIOETS.
When the area occupied by a holder is not limited, and
there are no unusual requirements as to pressure, the diameter of
the water-tank is taken so as to equal the total height of the
holder when fully inflated. This proportion gives a pleasing appear-
ance and also a minimum weight. If a heavy pressure is required the
diameter is made less than the total height. If a light pressure is
required the diameter is made greater than the total height. The
outer section should have a diameter of from 2' 3" to 2' 6" less
than the diameter of the water tank. This ^ives sufficient clear-
ance for a man to buck up rivets in the shell of the outer section,
the rivets being driven from inside the outer section. Each section
should have a diameter greater than the diameter of the next smaller
section by an amount equal to three times the width of the cups and
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grips. This brings the cup sheet in the middle of the grip channel
and the grip sheet in the middle of the cup channel.
1
Si.
_
^ 1
a
The following
grip channels
Capacity
are the sizes of cup and
commonly used.
Up to 400,000 7" channel
400,000 - 1,000,000— 8" "
1,000,000 and over 10"
cup
ti
and
ii
ii
grip
it
Diameters selected as above are approximately
correct. Since the side sheeting of the holdei
shells invariably have 5/16" diameter rivets
spaced 1 TT centers, the exact diameter must he
such as to give an even number Of inches in
the circumference. The number of sheets is
the same for all sections and to facilitate
should be a multiple of the number of standards
It is desirable that there be as few different
Fig.I
shop and erection work
in the guide framing,
lengths of sheets as possible.
The different sections are usually of the same height.
See page 21 )• This height may be obtained by substitution in the pro
per formula for the capacity. Since the top curb of the inner
section, when at rest on landing beams, is to be on a level with the
maximum water line in the tanli, the height of the water tank is equal
o the height of the inner section plus the distance of the overflow
opening down from the top of the tank plus the height of the landing
beams.
4. OVERFLOW
The overflow opening in the side of the water-tank is
placed some inches "below the usual water level inside the holder
See Fig, 2.) The pipe "P" can be turned about the elbow, thus
lowering the water below "W" . This allows the
surface which is alternately wet and dry to be
painted. The usual practice in regard to
overflows is as follows :-
K7
w
Holder Capacity
to 50,000
50,000 to 300,000
500,000 and over
Diameter Overflow
3"
4"
Fa 2
5. LAIJDIIJG ElluLIS
The distance "D" of the top of the over-
flow from the top of the tank is about equal
to the diameter of the overflow.
The landing beams transfer the weight of the holder when at
rest through the tank bottom to the foundation. They are equally
spaced around the Circumference of the tank, one under each vertical
:

stiffener of the holder. They way "be single I-beams or channels,
or built up I-beams. They may be riveted to tho tank bottom or,
since there is nothing to move them, they may be simply placed in
the proper position. The practice is to use 4" landing-beams for
single-lift holders, 10" for two and three lifts up to a 1,000,000
feet capacity, and 12" for larger capacities.
6. PRESSURE CALCULATION.
The pressure thrown by a holder is expressed in inches of
water, one inch of water being equal to .0362$ sq. inch. A single
lift holder ordinarily gives from 3" to 4" pressure, and each addi-
tional lift gives a further pressure of about 2" to 2ir M . In calcu-
lating the pressure thrown by a holder, because of the fact that the
gas is lighter than air, there are two facts to be borne in mind:
1st - the buoyancy of the gas in the holder must be subtracted from
the weight of the holder; 2nd - the pressure is greater at the crown
than at the ground level. This last fact indicates why a low spot
near the v/ater is often chosen for a holder site.
W = weight in pounds of all lifts in operation.
H2 " f " of water in whatever cups are above the
level of the water in the tank.
C 55 capacity in cubic feet of the holder in the given position.
K = weight in pounds of 1 cu. ft. of the gas under given condi-
tions of pressure and temperature.
=
.0761 times the specific weight of the gas.
.0761 = weight of 1 cu. ft. of dry air at 62° P and atmospheric
pressure.
D = diameter in feet of lift going into operation.
P = pressure per sq. inch in inches of water at crown of holder.
_
(W + RzO - C( .0761 - K) )
144 x 5 * 14 D x .0362
4
.244 x (W + Ha - C(.Q761 - K) )
= ~
If very accurate results are required, and the pressure is
wanted at a point where any considerable portion of the lift going
i into operation is still immersed in the water, a correction must be
made for the buoyancy of the v/ater. That is, from W as given above,
there must be subtracted an amount w x 62.5 * 490 , where w is equal
to the weight of the metal immersed, and 62.5 and 490 are the weights
of 1 cu. ft. of water and steel respectively. We then have:-
_
.244 x (W + Hz - C(.0761 - K) - .1275 w)
f
Ordinarily wo v/ant to know the pressure thrown by the
first section when fully inflated, by the first two fully inflated,
by the first three fully inflated and so on. Under such conditions
the term ,1275 w, may be neglected. The pressure calculation can
not consistently be' made with great refinement, since the estimated
weight may vary several per cent from the actual shipping weight.
7. CORRECTION OF PRESSURE FOR HEIGHT.
The above formulae give the pressure at the crown of
the holder. To get the pressure of the gas at the outlet a correc-
tion must be subtracted due to the difference in elevation of the
two points.
According to Kent p. 481, there is a difference in absolute
pressure of . 68# per sq, in. for a difference in elevation of 1520'.
This gives for air
.68x10 n/ri . , „ ,
1320 x .0562
=
-
142 inches of water.
difference in pressure per 10' difference of elevation. The loss of
gas pressure, as shown by a water gauge, will be for each 10' differ-
ence of elevation .142(1 - S) inches of water where
S = specific weight of gas

C. FOUNDATIONS
1. QEITERAL DESIGN
When a brick or concrete tank is used, the foundations
are a part of the water tank. When a steel water-tank is used, the
foundations may consist of a solid mass of concrete, or masonry,
extending "below the frost-line, and as much farther as may be necess-
ary to reach solid ground or get the bearing area required. For larg
holders the cost of a solid mass of concrete would be prohibitive,
so a foundation is built as shown in figure 3, with a central slab
not less than 6" thick and an annular ring extending below the frost
line. The height of the water-tank is rarely over 30 feet, which.
gives a water pressure of 1870# per sq. ft.
over the central slab. If the ground will
not bear this load, conditions are bad and
piles must be used.
F/g.3.
the
bottom must be sufficient to
and metal loads. To get the
extend the annular ring well
the ring is made straight and
The annular ring at the top must extend
from a point inside the inner end of the
landing-beams to a point 6" to 10" outside
the angle connecting the sides and bottom of
tank. The width of the ring at the
give the bearing area required by wind
required area it is often necessary to
below the frost line. The inner side of
the outside given a slope with the
vertical of from 30 to 45 degrees. The
to be used in designing foundations:
-
following are bearing values
Steel on concrete, 400# per sq. in.
Concrete through the mass 125# per sq. in.
Concrete on good ground, 25# per sq. in.
2. A1ICK03 BOLTS:
The water-tank of a gasholder has a diameter sufficiently
large in proportion to its height to be stable against the force of
the wind even with the water tank empty. The tank however, must be
full of water before the holder can be inflated, consequently gas-
holders, unless of a freakish design, do not require anchor bolts.
3. GROUTING.
The tank bottom is often lowered on a layer from an inch
and a half to two inches thick of dry sand and cement (2 of sand to
1 of cement). Anj' leak or sweating of the tank bottom Will set the
c ement
•
Sometimes, after the bottom is lowered into place, pipes
are screwed into the flanges which are put in the bottom plates
for lowering screws, and grout is poured through, the pipes. The
openings are then plugged.

D. V7ATER TAIIII.
1. MATERIAL
Except for very large holders where the thickness of the
plates required makes the construction impracticable, the water tank
is "built of steel. A good many gasholders have "been built with
masonry water tanks, but this design is now uncommon, while the use
of concrete is reserved almost exclusively for holders of such capa-
city as would require plates of impractical tMckness if built with
steel tanks. When the excavation has to be carried well down into
the ground to find a solid footing, it is then less expensive to use
a concrete tank. There is always great trouble experienced with
concrete water tanks or standpipes in making them entirely water tigh
and in this respect the steel tank has a great advantage. V/hen con-
crete or masonry walls are used the tank is sunk down into the ground
but the soil in the center is not excavated. A frustrum of a cone is
left in the middle on which is built the timber framing used to
support the crov/n when the holder is deflated.
2. STRESSES I IT SIDE PLATES
The thickness of the side plates is determined by the
stress in the vertical joints and may be found as follows :-
H = head of water in feet on section
considered.
D diameter in feet of section.A B
! ft t M ft M fit M
O* ?" S
= allowable unit stress in pounds per
sq. in,
^ Pass two horizontal planes 1" apart. Then t
force tending to split the ring thus formed into two halves is -
12 D x ,454 H 5.2 x H x D. This force is resisted at both A and B.
Then
Net thickness of plates required = —£*-6 x H x 11
S
In practice, the value of S is taken at from 12,000# to
15,000" per sq. inch and a minimum thickness of 4W specified. In
the best practice the head is taken to the bottom of the plate. The
head is sometimes taken to the middle of the plate. This practice
is partially justified by the fact that the double thickness where
the plates are lapped, and also the excess metal in the upper half
of the next lower plate, undoubtedly lessen the stresses in all the
plates.
The stress in the horizontal joints is due to the dead
load of the metal above and to the wind. The riveting necessary
to make the horizontal joints water tight will take care of these
forces at a low unit stress.
3. UUMBER OP PURSES
In selecting the number of courses to use for a given

height of tank there are two factors to lie considered: 1st. The
wider the plates used the fewer holes there will he to punch and
the fewer rivets to drive; End. The larger the plates the more it
costs to handle them both in the shop and field. Plates over 100"
wide take an extra of 10 cents per hundred lbs., so a width of IOC"
is exceeded only for special reasons. As a rule, the best plan is to
keep the plates as near 100" as possible.
4. BOTTOM PLATES
:
Bottom plates are necessary to make the tank water tight,
though they do not resits any stresses except as they may help to
keep the lower part of the tank in a true circle. Steel tanks have
been built with no bottom, the joint being made by extending the
sides down into the concrete. This design is covered by a patent and
so is not in general use. Moreover, while there is a saving in
weight, it is difficult to make a tight joint between the sides and
foundation. The following gives the thickness of the bottom plates
for gasholder water tanks.
in throughout up to and including 90' diameter.
in with outer ring 3/8" up to and including 110' diameter.
5/16" with outer ring 3/8" all diameter over 110'.
5. BOTTOM 0OME0TIHG ANGLE
.
A heavy angle is used to connect the lowest dourse of the
side to the bottom. This angle, which has equal legs, should be of
sufficient width to transfer the dead load of the tank shell and
guide frame to the concrete foundation with a bearing fo£ce of not
over 400# per sq. in. Its thickness is usually from l/8" to
less than the thickness of the lowest course of side plates. The
vertical leg must have sufficient width to give room for enough
rivets to transmit the vertical shear. Its thickness must be great
enough to give the required bearing. When necessary to get the
bearing surface two angles are used, one inside and one outside the
tank shell. On stand pipes this bottom curb angle is inside, because
it is then easier to caulk. The same would be true for gasholders
were it not for the difficulty of getting at the bottom angle inside
the water tank to caulk in case of a leak. Hence this angle comes
outside in the case of a gasholder and inside in the case of a stand-
pipe.
6. L50K GIRDER OR T7ALK
Around the top edge of the tank is a horizontal plate
girder to serve as a walk and prevent distortion from the wind forces.
This walk is supported by brackets of x 2§-B x 5/16" angles spaced
about 5' to 6' apart so as to bring an equal number between each two
standards. These angles are riveted to the tank shell and the outer
flange of the deck girder. They also extend about 30" above the
walk to support the hand rail. The stresses in this girder are
indeterminate and one ean only be guided by what others have done.
The following represents general practice.

14.
Tank Diameter. Girder
Up to 40' 1 angle whose section modulus
is equal to the diameter in feet
squared divided by 250.
40' to 50'
50' to 90'
90' to 110'
110' to 150'
150' and over
1 PI. 18" x i"
2 Angles 3" x Si^ x 5/16"
1 PI. 24" x 4"
2 Angles 3" x 3" x 3/8"
1 PI. 30" x i"
2 Angles 3" x 3" x 3/8"
1 PI. 36" x 5/16"
2 Angles 3" x 3" x 3/8"
1 PI. 42" x 3/8"
2 Angles 3^" x Sfr" x 3/8"
7. VERTICAL GUIDE RAILS.
Inside and equally spaced circuinferentially around the
tank are vertical stiffeners which serve the double purpose of
strengthening the tank shell against wind stresses and serving as
guides for the "bottom rollers of the ou±er section. These guide
rails come opposite each standard, hut when the chord distance betweer
standards exceeds 16' 0" there is alsc a vertical leg between each
two standards. Practice is to use shapes as follows
Diameter of Tank Shap e
Up to 40' Bar 5" x 3/8"
40' to 90' 5" channel @ 6.5#
90' to 110' 6" " & 8. Of
Over 110' 7" " <g 9.75#
8. STAIRWAY OR LADDER.
Tanks up to 16' 0" in height are provided with neither
atairs nor ladder. Tanks 16' 0" to 23' 0" in height have a ladder,
while tanks 24' 0" or more in height have a stairway leading from
the ground to the deck girder.
9. PROWIT SUPPORT.
The crown of a holder may or may not be trussed to make it
self-supporting when the holder is deflated. The practice in England
and on the Continent is to truss crowns up to about 100' in diameter.

In this country it is the practice not to truss the crown hut to
provide a permanent support. This is done as follows :-
Tank diameter
Up to 40' Use wooden center post.
40 1 to 80' Use steel center pier.
Over 80' Use permanent v/ooden frame.

1. QBOWB
E. HOLDER
(a) General.
Small holders of less than 80 1 in diameter have a so
called flat crown. That is the plates are laid out and punched as
if the crown were to be flat. The center support and crown scaffold-
ing are built of a height to represent a radius of curvature of ah out
4850". The difference is taken up by the play in the rivet holes,
and when inflated the gas pressure keeps the crown spherical.
Larger holders have their crovm designed with a radius of about 4000"
By using a constant radius for holders of different capacities, both
drawing room calculations and shop work are much simplified. It
should be noted that the stress on the crown curb decreases directly
as the radius of curvature becomes less.
O in inches ( ^ ) ^ a "k^ fls between radius and rise of crown.
R - -g- = (R ~ B) = R ~ 2 BR + B
B - 2 BR +
-J-
«
R =
B =
4 B
2
"* D 2"
8 B
2 R ~V4 R 2 - D 2
r/G.5.
(c) Curb Calculation (See Fig. 5)
W total floating weight of holder suspended from the curb at C.
This includes the weight of the water in the cups, but does
not include weight of crown.
P tangential force per inch around circumference.
S = allowable unit stress.
V/
^T^- =P ***X0TT! =^1^ x 2 Rs
p = 2 m
3.14 D
.
_____
. . Compression on curb = 2 x - x cos (X
3.14 D 2- 2
• • Cross section curb = 5 x R
3.14 x S x D
_ V/R
3.14 D
( appro x.)
The calculation cannot be made in this form till the
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Weight of the holder has been determined. A more practical method,
since it is known what pressure the holder is to throw, is to snb-
stitutc^P = If 3.14 D x 2 R f D the expression P ,0561 x P x H + 2
when p maximum pressure in inches to hp thrown by the holder. Thi
follows from the well known expression p'r + 2 for the stross in a
sphere. From this:-
Cross section curb = * Q263' x P x
-Jj- x cos & x R2 x S 2
.009 x p x D x R
S
( approx.)
The weight of the crown itself is supported directly by
the gas and is not suspended from the curb. The second method errs
therefore on the safe side. This excess of strength may be consider-
ed as resisting some of the wind stresses which are not otherwise
taken into account.
( d) Grown Sheets.
The stress anywhere in the crown may be found by the
expression .0561 x P x R * 2 = .018 x p x R. For any, except the
largest holders, #12 U.S. gauge is ample to resist the gas pressure.
The center plate which bears on the center support and the outer
courses are made heavier. It is not good design to rivet #12 U.S.
to plates 4* or heavier, so the courses ne::t to the outer course
and the center plate are sometimes heavier than #12. The size of
rivets for #12 plates is 5/16", holes 11/52" in diameter, spacing
1" centers, and rivets driven cold.
The top sheets are arranged in concentric rings and are
reduced in a radial direction. The lap of the concentric seams is
directed outward so as to shed water toward the curb. At present
all specifications call for the sheets to be riveted metal to metal.
In applying the coat of shop paint the seams are left unpainted.
It is no longer considered good practice to put tape, paint, or any
rusting compound between the plates.
2. SI BE 5K55TS.
The top and bottom courses of side sheets are #10, in , or
thicker, depending upon the size of the holder and the gas pressure.
When these two courses are heavier than #10 the second courses from
the top and bottom are made intermediate in thickness between the
extreme courses and the balance of the sides. The thickness required
for the side sheets can be determined from the expression for the
stress in a cylinder, namely the
ITet thickness = « 056 x P x R when
S
P = gas pressure in inches.
R = radius of cylinder in inches.
S = allowable unit stress.
Because of the effects of corrosion, it is usual to specify
that no plates lighter than #12 U.S. gauge shall be used. The sheets
used range in width from 36" to 42" and in length from 70" to 90".

It is not practical to use larger plates "because of the extreme
difficulty in keeping larger sheets of so small thickness free from
"buckles. These "buckles can not he rolled out, and it is necessary
to hammer straighten the plates when they are once buckled. The
remarks on crown riveting apply also to the side sheets.
3. CUPS AITD GItlPS
(a) General.
The action of the water in the cups is not so simple as
might appear at first thought, and the mathematical expressions for
the movements of the water are complicated if entire exactness is
required. In the following certain approximations are made which
give results close enough for practical use.
In the first place it is assumed that the spaces between
the cup plates and grip plates are equal. This is in accordance
with the practice of all manufacturers. That is, it is assumed
that a = b = c.
F/G.6
In the second place it is assumed that the
level of the water inside the holder remains
constant and at a distance "below the overflow
equal to the maximum pressure thrown by the
holder. This level varies only a small frac-
tion of 1" as the level outside the holder
rises and falls with the variation of pressure
because the area inside the holder is several
hundred times the area between the outer sec-
tion and the tank walls. This level is assume
below the overflow a distance equal to the
maximum pressure, since a higher level pre-
supposes waste of water on inflation of the
holder, and a lower level does not permit of
obtaining the full holder capacity.
The third assumption is that the volume of gas imprisoned
in the grip of a section when that section lands remains constant
regardless of changes of pressure. The volume Yaries as the absolute
pressure and the maximum difference of perhaps 10" is small compared
to the absolute pressure of 14. 7# or about 400"
(b) Water level on tank wall.
The water level against the tank wall is as much higher
than the level inside the holder as the holder pressure is above
atmospheric pressure.
Levels in cup when clear of v/ater tank.B (c)
A 1
1
Hg.7
In a cup clear of the water tank the differ-
ence "h" of elevation of the water inside
and outside grip sheet equals gas pressure.
An increase of pressure = p causes a drop of
A = p * 2 and rise of B = p * 2. The re-
verse is true of a fall in pressure.
«1.
II
I
(d) Before outer section lands.
1
"1
c,
W
B,
Hg.8 Fig.9
GA = vertical distance
from level G to
level A
Cg'CjjCfB, etc. used with
similar meaning.
Figure (8) sliows cup just on the point of touching the
water. Ilote the volume of gas entrapped. This volume is assumed
to remain constant. Figure (9) shows the outer section ahout to
come to rest on the landing "beams. The gas entrapped is now under
increased pressure due to the head GA
f,
and the levels A
, ,
B, and
C, move to A z * %z and respectively. It is apparent that if
0,0^ = 3 there will he equilibrium and
increased pressure = 2/5 GA| That is, when
and the "bottom of a cup is entering the water
of level in the cup and grip are each equal
to which the "bottom of the cup has sunk "be-
the change_A,A 2 - j-., ±> z, = B B
the gas will oe under an
the holder is descending
in the tank, the changes
to one third of the depth
low the level of the water. TMs is true so long as the lower lift
remains in suspension and there is no overflow from the cup over the
dam sheet.
If water is flowing over the dam sheet the changes in level
inside the grip are equal to half the distance through which the
cup and grip sink.
(e) When outer section lands.
V/lien the holder lands the level on the tank wall will fall
almost exactly a height equal to the reduction in pressure. As
"before, the changes in the cup levels will each he one third and the
fall
tion
of the pressure
in pressure.
of the entrapped gas will "be 2/3 of the reduc-
(f) After outer section lands.
Y/hen the cup sinks away from the grip the volume of the
gas increases slightly and the pressure drops in some cases to "below
1 atmosphere. The water should rise and overflow the cup sheet as
the latter descends without permitting the escape of gas or the
forms of leakage may take placeadmission of air, either
with improperly designed
W c,
B,
of which
cups.
Fig./O. if it were not for the action of the en-
trapped gas as the inner section falls
a distance "d" the levels B and C would each
G fall a distance BB, = CO, = d. Due to the
fact that the volume of the imprisoned gas
remains practically constant, the
is true:
'oilowing

= BC = WA
Also WA 2 B 2G^
Hence AA Z = BB Z = B,BZ + C,C Z = 2 B,B Z = 2 C.C,,
and BB = d = = 3 G
(
G e
or AA ^ = | BB a = f d, CC z = | d.3 o o
Tims the rates at which A approaches the top of the cup
sheet and the levels B and C approach the bottom of the grip sheet
are in the proportion of 5, 2 and 4 respectively. In order to pre-
vent leakage of gas out , or air in
?
at the moment of separation the
distance of the tank water level inside the grip from the lip of
the cup must he less than 2-|- times the depth of the water in the cup
inside the grip and less than l|- times the depth of the water in
the cup outside the grip sheet.
(g) After uncupping.
After uncupping the depth of the seal inside the grip
plate is that which existed when the lower lift was up and the cup
clear of the tank.
(h) Cup rising.
During the rise of the cup the changes in the water levels
are exactly the reverse of those that take place during the fall.
If the cup rises a distance d, A falls a distance 2/3 d, B rises
2/5 d, and G rises 4/3 d. This latter fact accounts in part for the
practice of extending the grip sheet above the grip channel. Other-
wise the water would overflow the grip when d = •£- the cup depth, and
the cup would go up short of water.
V/hen the lower lift begins to rise it increases the
pressure by p" which causes a rise of the level on the tank and
changes of p/5" in the cup and grip levels.
As the lower lift rises it lowers the pressure of the
confined gas, and the levels in cup and grip each change l/3 of the
distance (b) through which the cup rises after cupping till the
bottom of the cup reaches either A or G. If there has been no leak-
age either in or out A and G will be reached at the same time. Under
such circumstances if the grip sheet were not extended the cup would
go up short of water an amount equal to half the pressure at moment
cup leaves water plus one third of ,rb".
(i) Grip Sheet.
It is customary to make the grip sheet extend above the
grip channel by the maximum pressure plus about 2". This insures
a full cup of v/ater and prevents the cup water from overflowing and
streaking the sides of the holder. The latter contingency could
occur during a heavy rain storm if the grip sheet did not extend
.above any possible position of the level C. The level C of course

cannot rise above the top of the cup sheet by more than the laaxi-
mum holder pressure. Any farther water falling into the cup would
fall over the cup sheet back into the tank*
( j ) Depth of cups,
P
V
a
H
= maximum pressure of holder.
= pressure thrown by lowest lift,
depth of bottom of cup below water
level inside holder when cup begins
separate from grip,
depth of cup.
to
Assume maximum loss from wind or other
causes to equal 2" and the depth of seal
during uncupping not to be less than 1"
When the lowest lift is up:
b = H - - 2"
Hal/.
When the lowest lift is on the point of
landing:
b = H - 3
-
2"
When lower lift has landed:
»
-
H
-+ - -r>rh - 2"
Then if b is never to be less than 1"
b - a > 1"
5b - 2 a y 5"
Substituting
5 H P - 5 d + 5P - 10 - 2H + 2_
3
d - >5
3E - -|- P ~ d + p - 10 y 5
6H-5P-2d+2pJ>30
H> -|- (5P+2d-2p) + 5
The depth of the cups of the inner lifts may safely be
made of the same depth determined above for the outer lift. To
secure the greatest capacity each lift should have its grip come to
rest at a level lower than the grip on the next outer section by an
amount of 3/2 p when p is pressure thrown by next outer lift. This
^vill just compensate for the change of levels due to the cupping of
the next outer lift. Use of this fact is made in the design of
large holders.
(k) Cup Practice.
On all holders of moderate capacity the cups are made 15"
i
deep. They are made deeper than required "by calculation to allow
for loss b?/ wind and evaporation and to add stiffness. Heavier
plates are often used to get the required pressure, hut the follow-
ing are minimum thiclmesses for cup and crip sheets:
Capacity ThicJmess Size Channels
75,000 - 100,000 #10 7"
100,000 - 500,000 5/16" 7"
300,000 - 750,000 l/4" 8"
Larger Capacities 5/8" 10"
4. BOTTOM CURB
In place of the cup of the inner and intermediate sections
the outer section has a "bottom curb angle with butted and spliced
joints of the following minimum sizes :-
Diameter of Holder Bottom Curb
lgle 5" x 5" x 5/8"
4" x 5" x 5/8"
5" x 5i-" x 7/16"
6" x 4" x f"
igles 6" x 4" x 7/16"
The longer leg of the angle is turned out horizontally.
5. GUIDE ROLLERS
Each section has as many top carriages as there are stan-
dards in the guide-fraiae , and as many bottom carriages as there arc
guide rails in the water tank. The top carriages on each lift are
longer and higher than those on the next outer lift so, when all
sections are down, they are nested one below the other. Each carri-
age must be designed to tahe the direct pressure and the bending
moment that may come from the distribution of pressure indicated
under "guide framing". In the case of large holders there are gusset
plates riveted to the vertical legs and top curb, but not to the
crown sheets. These braces distribute the forces from the goose neck
carriages.
Section IT
-
The rollers of the top carriages may be
- tangential or radial or both. The radial
^ rollers bear out on the standards directly
av/ay from the center of the holder. The
> tangential rollers bear sideways on the
standards. All of the rollers must be
to 5C* 1
50' to 70' 1
70' to 100' 1
100 1 to 150' 1
150' and Z
Standard
L J
r n
F~/G./2, adjustable.
A a radial.
B = tangential.
6. VERTICAL LEGS.
The vertical legs in the holder correspond in number and

location to the guide-rails in the water tank. They transfer the
weight of lower sections from the cup to the grip or curb and pre-
vent any gravity strain on the horizontal joints of the side sheet-
ing. They also act as columns while the sheeting acts as diagonals
in transfering the racking stresses due to the wind. These legs,
as stated "before, act as guides for the bottom rollers of the next
inner section.
When extra weight is needed to make a section throw more
pressure it adds least to shop and field costs to put this extra
weight in the vertical legs. The following are minimum sizes for
the vertical legs.
Capacity Vertical Legs.
- 40,000 1 angle 4" x 3" x 3/8"
40,000 - 500,000 5" I-beam
500,000 -1,000,000 8" I-beam
1,000,000 -5,000,000 (1 Plate i- ,T
(2 angles 3" x 3" x 3/8"
7. HEAT IIIG OF GUPS.
In a cold climate holders must be provided with some means
to prevent the water in the cups from freezing. This may be done
by running steam pipes up the standards and carrying out leads of
flexible hose, either rubber or copper, to the cups. The steam
should discharge in such a manner as to promote the circulation of
the cup water. In fact it is circiilaticn caused by the steam rather
than the heat of the steam that is relied upon to prevent the
freezing.

F. GUIDE-FRAMr:3
1. DISTRIBUTION OF ECHOES,
The force of the wind on the holder shell is transmitted
to the standards of the guide-frame by the guide rollers at the top
and bottom of each lift. It is customary to assume that the wind
load is divided equally "between the following proportions of the
standards
:
(a) - When radial rollers only are used the load is divided
"between one fourth of the standards.
(b) - V/hen tangential rollers only are used the load is divided
between one half of the standards. It should be noted,
however, that tangential rollers are almost never used
alone since they are much more expensive to construct
than radial rollers, '-lien they are used it does not in-
volve much additional expense to add radial rollers which
makes the construction more desirable.
(c) - When both radial and tangential rollers are used the load
is divided between three quarters of the standards.
These assumptions do not rest upon any theoretical basis except that
they appear reasonable and are in general use (See Fig. \4 )
The wind load is often assumed at 26# per square foot of
projected area, which appears to be in line with the best information
available. Eetchum in his "Steel Hill Buildings" page 12, gives
40$ per square foot as corresponding to a wind velocity of 100 miles
per hour and recommends that 60;£ of this amount should be taken for
the convex side of cylinders. Ketchum, therefore, gives 24# as com-
pared to the 26# given above.
The snow load may be assumed as 6 lbs. per square foot
over the half of the crown to the leeward. V/hile this load may
appear too small, it must be remembered that it is only the amount
by which the load on the leeward side exceeds that on the windward
side that need be considered. This unbalanced part of the snow load
causes a moment that must be resisted by the guide-frame. The re-
mainder is supported directly by the gas pressure on the under side
of the crown and does not enter into the stresses of the guide-fram-
ing. IThen the holder is deflated the permanent crown support must
sustain the snow load. The effect of the snow load on the guide-
frame is neglected except for large holders.
2. SIHGLE IJFf HOLDERS.
For single lift holders divide the load on each standard
into two components each parallel to one of the two sides of the
guide-frame to which the standard is common. Then determine the
stresses in the standards and bracing by assuming that the diagonals
take tension only and applying the conditions of equilibrium. The
stresses so found will determine the cross-sections to be used for
the diagonal rods, but will not determine the sections to be used
for either the standards or girders. The limitation of the ratio

of the length to the radius of gyration will always determine the
girders, and sometimes the standards. Otherwise the standards will
be determined by the bending moment which occurs when the rollers
are midway. between two panel points. For this loading the standards
are designed as simple beams loaded in the center Of the span. The
bending stress in the front flange Will add to and in the back
flange subtract from the direct compression due to the vertical
component of the rod stresses. The guide-frame is at times further
stiffened by ties running from the top of each standard to the top
of the standard diametrically opposite.
3. IHJLTIPL7 IirT K07-D7^S
The same method used for single-lift holders could be used
for multiple lift holders. This method, howeyer, presupposes static
conditions of equilibrium, whereas the guide framing as actually
built has so little stiffness that one member can not be greatly
stressed without
members in such
the deflections bringing into play a number of other
a way as to modify the stress in the first member
considered. This fact adds greatly to
guide-frame stresses,
small that the conditions
approximating the truth,
hand, the deflections are
inaccurate.
In
of
In
so
the difficulty of treating
a bridge-truss the deflections are so
static equilibrium give results closely
a gasholder guide-framing, on the other
great as to make any static calculations
In the old style of gasholders, of which many examples
still exist, the holder pushed against a number of cantilevers in
the shape of massive cast iron columns. These coliimns were lightly
tied together at the top, but they really acted independently of one
mother. style o
large high holders of
construction is
he present day,
out of the question
so the designer now
. -
i Cfor
braces
all the standards together to form one great cantilever.
framing
and
Perhaps the most logical method of designing the guide -
for multiple lift holders is to assume that the standards
bracing together forra a large cylinder which resists the bending
moment of the wind and shot. Each standard is stresses
u
;o its distance
in proportion
from the axis of rotation, which may be taken at
right angles to the direction of the wind and passing through the
center of the cylinder. The trouble with this assumption is that the
wind stresses are applied more on one side of the cylinder than on
the other and not an equal amount to all standards. To obviate this
difficulty the girders must be strong enough in tension to distribute
the wind loads, and the holder must be able to resist the unbalanced
radial thrust inward at any panel point. That the holder actually
does tend to lengthen in a direction at right angles to the wind,
and thus resist the unbalanced force due to the two girder stresses,
may be seen by thinking of a hoop rolling on a horizontal surface.
If the hoop is loaded on the top it will lengthen horizontally. A
similar action undoubtedly takes place in
the case of a holder and supplies the force
necessary to allow the girders to distribute
the forces in the manner assumed. In other
words, the holder itself keeps the guide-
framing in a cylindrical shape and forces
it to act as one great cylinder instead of
^- 1^ a number of more or less independent columns
Ji
The compression in the cups and grips due to their stiffen-
in;; action is not large, and is at right angles to the gravity forces
The compression from the girders adds to the already large stress
that exists in the top curb. It is small, Lowever, compared to the
stress caused "by the weight of the holder, and the top curb is always
designed for a low unit stress.
As in the case of a single lift holder the standards must
be proportioned for the bending moment that occurs with the rollers
midway between panel points, when tangential rollers are used their
moments are at right angles to the moments from radial rollers, and
the standards must be designed for either moment, but not for both
at the same time.
4. ST5SSS5S III TEE STAITDARDS, VERTICAL SKEAT.3.
moment in ft. lbs. of wind at top of panel,
moment in ft. lbs. of wind at bottom of panel,
maximum wind stress per standard,
diameter in feet of standard circle,
maximum vertical shear.
Ma
D x (C| = constant)
( Q 3_ = constant) x (U<z_~ ll\ )
C| x D
The following table gives the values of W.the maximum
tension and compression, but not the bending, in the standards, and
the values of 7, the maximum vertical shear for holders with different
members of standards.
Ho. of Standards. c, Ca.
4 1 .5 sec 45° = .707
6 1.5 .5 CSC 30° = 1.000
8 2.0 .5 CSC 22.5°= 1.306
10 2.5 .5 CSC 18° = 1.618
12 3.0 .5 CSC 15° = 1.932
14 3.5 .5 CSC 12.9° = 2.245
16 4.0 .5 CSC 11.25= 2.564
18 4.5 .5 CSC 10.° = 2.879
20 5.0 .5 CSC 9/ = 3.196
To get the maximum standard stress the direction of the
wind must be taken so as to have one standard as far as possible
from the neutral axis. To get the maximum vertical shear the direc-
tion of the wind must be taken so as to have two sides of the guide-
B, =
M 2 =
T7 =
D =
Y =
ff =
V

jframillg parallel to the direction of the wind. These two conditions
coincide for 6, 10, 14, and 18 standards. They differ for 4, 0, 12,
16 and 20 standards.
The expressions in the above table were all derived in a
manner similar to that given below for 12 standards.
(a) For Standards
/
(b) For Diagonals
Axis of rotation x-x with
direction of wind as shown.
= angle rods make with the
vertical.
By method similar to that above
we find the post stresses to be
M 2
W, -
w 2 -
Fig. 15.
Stress in rods panel 1-1 =
" 1-2 = sec 0:
1L
n it
3.11 D
.735 LI 2
3.11 D
.268 Hz.
3.11 D
- M|
II II
It II
2-3 = sec Qx.
5.11 D
Liz - Hi
3.11xD
3-5 = sec Ox-
3.11xD
(1.00 + .753)
.(1.000 + .733 + .268)
JU^JL x 2>001. Jh&L
3.11 D 3
Ha -'LI.
x ~ as given in the table.

The above table may easily "be remembered by noting that
C i always equals the number of standards divided by 4, and C 2 always
equals half the cosecant of 360 divided by twice the number of
standards.

G. PIPIHG
A holder, as a rule, has "both inlet and outlet pipe
connections "both of the same size. Just outside the holder is a
drip pot to collect tar and other liquids. The pipe extends from
the drip pot through a tunnel in the foundation to a foot elbow
under the tank. Inside both pipes extend up beyond the maximum wate
level. Cast iron bell and spigot pipe is used for smaller and cast
iron flanged or riveted steel pipe for larger holders.
On the crown of the holder, directly over the inlet and
outlet pipes, are placed wrought steel bonnets to permit access to
the pipe.
The size of the pipe will depend entirely upon local
conditions. The pipe is often larger than the works main in order
to provide for a future increase in capacity. The following are
average sizes:-
Holder Capacity Pipe
- 50,000 6"
30,000 - 75,000 8"
75,000 - 200,000 10"
200,000 - 300,000 12"
300,000 - 500,000 16"
500,000 m 1,000,000 20"
1,000,000 - 2,000,000 24"
2,000,000 - 3,000,000 30"

40,000 Cubic Feet, Single-Lift Holder.
MILWAUKEE
,
WISCOUSIH,
Built by, The Chicago Bridge & Iron V/orks.

H. DESIGN OIi1 A 40,000 CUBIC JET'T SINGLE LIFT HOLDER.
1. GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS.
This is the holder shown in photograph #1 on page
The holder is to "be designed according to the following specifica-
tions :
Capacity - 40,000 cubic feet.
Pressure - 3.12" at ground using gas with a
specific gravity of .50
Tension in plates - 12,000# per sq. in.
Tension in guide-framing - 17,500$ per sq.. in.
Compression in crown curb - 13,500# per sq. in.
Compression in guide-framing - 13,500# per sq. in.
Maximum value of ratio ^ = 150
Bearing on concrete on earth 3600# per sq. ft.
Wind pressure on holder = 24# per sq, ft.
projected area.
2. Dmansions.
Assume diameter of holder 51 1 3" Then (H - .333) x 2060 =
40,000
H = 19' 9" = height of holder.
Diameter of water tank = (51 T 3") + (2 f 6")
= 53' 9"
Height of water tank «= (19* 9") + 4" + 3"
= 20' 4"
4 r,= additional for landing "beams.
3"= " " overflow.
Height of Guide-Frame = (19' 9")+(l' 7")-3" - 5"
= 20' 10"
l 1 7" = allowance for top carriages.
Number of Standards
3. WHO) STRESSES.
3" = holder pressure.
3" = allowance for overflow.
= 8
(a) Braces
The wind "braces BE and AE go to E
instead of F and D respectively
in order to clear the holder shell
The "braces CE and GE are used to
cut down the unsupported length of
the standards and permit the use
of light I "beams whose radius of
gyration is ample in the direction
of its depth, "but not sufficient
in a direction at right angles to
its depth.

The wind pressure on the exposed area, neglecting the
projected area of the crown, is equal to
(19.75 - .42) x 51.25 x 24 = 23,700#
Assume the wind load to be divided between 2 standards.
Then the maximum force on a top roller with
the holder fully inflated is
£21°° = 5925#
2 17 2
Stress in BE = 5925 x sec 45° x 2,0* 2
'
= 19,000#
Section for BE = ^
'
= 1.09 sq. inches.
J. 1
,
OUU
t F/G.I7 Use 1-1/8" square.
1 w
To get the maximum stress in OE, assume the holder to be
half inflated. There will be only half as much wind load on the
holder, but three quarters will go to the top rollers.
Stress in GE = 5925 x
.75 x sec 45° x 14.5
10.2
8950#
8950Section for CE = ffi^Q
-
Q- .512" sq. inches.
Use J" square.
(b) Standards
The stress in the standard BD due to the pull of the rod
BE is equal to
.
I9000
2gJ
-
75
= ivooo#
The bending stress in the standard BD when the holder is
half way between B and is equal to
5975 x .75 x .625 x 10.4 x 12 x .50 = 175000 inch lbs.
If we use a 9" I-beam at 21#
Bending stress = "^j? ? — = 9250#
Direct compression 17000— = 2700
; ,
6.31 119 50#
Ratio of length to radius of gyration = 10 * 4 x 12 = 158
•
This |- is large for a standard but not necessarily excessive for a
A
small holder.

( c ) Girders
.
The Orders should be designed to take in compression
the horizontal component of the rod stress or to transfer the wind
load in tension. The ratio i roust also be kept below 150.
R
Maximum stress = 5975 x 1.41 = 8400#
If we use 4 angles 3£" x 2*-" x i", Unit Stress = 1450 lbs. per sq.in.
| = 140
4. WATER TASK.
The water tank is 20' 4" high by 53' 9" in diameter. If
the side plates are made three courses high, each plate will have a
width including the laps of practically 83" which is about right.
Each course will be eight plates around which makes each plate about
21' long. To get the net thickness of plates required for each
course substitute in the formula 2.6 x H x D » S
Ilet thickness of top course
12000
= 2.6 x 13.55 x 53.75
12000
= 2.6 x 20.33 x 53.75
12000
.237"
According to the riveting tables page the sections required and
the riveting are as given in the "table below.
ITet Section Thickness
Plates
Rivets Eff.
JointReq f d Used Diam. Rows Spacing
.237 .237 11/32"
1/4
s. 2 2.80 .688
.158 .175 5^8 2 2.50 .700
.079 .122 1/4 5/8 1 1.88 .490
Ho side plates thinner than -4-" are used because if, by any chance,
the tank is not kept properly painted corrosion will take place
rapidly
,
and of course, tins corrosion has a proportionately greater
effect on thin than on heavy plates. For the same reason the bottom
is made of metal.
The angle to connect the bottom and sides of the tank is
3s-" x 3ir" x 3/8". This gives a bearing on the bottom flange of
70000 = weight of tank sides and guide frame
3.14 x 12 x 53776 x 3.5
= 9.85# per sq. in.
In the vertical flange there are f-" rivets, spaced 2f". This gives

34.
a bearing stress of 405 lbs. and a shearing stress of 215 lbs. per
sq. in. for the rivets, but the spacing is required to make the tank
water tight.
5. HOLDER
Fig. /8.
Assume the rise of the crown to be 12" then the radius
will be (See page l<b ):
144 ~ 24 R + 578225— =
4
R = 3934"
If the maximum pressure that will be thrown by the holder when filled
with air be assumed as 4" the net thickness of plates remiired will
be : -
1. For ,Crqwn = * 0562 x 4 * 59g4
1 2 x 12000
2. For Sides = .0562 x 4 x 507.5
12000
For the same reasons that is the lightest plate to be used in
water taiLks, #12 U.S. gage is the lightest holder sheet whose use
= .0256"
= .0037"
J;
V
\;
[I
|!
1
8
.
is considered good practice. Ilote that the outer course of the
crovm and the top and bottom course of the sides are #10 U.S. gage.
In computing the area of the top curb to resist the inward pull of
the crown sheets it is customary to consider half of the upper
course of the sides and half of the outer course of the crovm as bein/
effective.
• a «009 x 615 x 5954 x 4 ...Top curb section reouired = . = 6.44 sq. in.loouU
Angle Sfr" x 5£" x 5/8" « 2.49 sq. in.
Half outer course crovm #10 x 50.25 = 5.08
Half upper course sides #10 x 25.5 = 2.59
7.96 sq. in.
6. PRESSURE OALCULATIOIT.
The estimate of the floating weight of the holder is 58000#
This, according to the formula on page 9 * will give pressures
as follows:
1. If filled with air the pressure at either the ground level
or at the crown will be
.244 x 58000 _ „ KOII ~ .
51.26 x 51.25
= 3 « 52 of water «
2. If filled with gas of a specific gravity of .5, the pressure
at the crown will be
.244 x (58000 ~ 40000 x .0761 x .5) „ „ flTI - wn+ ._51.25 x 51#2s - 3.58 of ater.
5. Under same conditions as #2 above, the pressure at the ground
will be 5.58" minus an amount of .142 (1. ~ .5) = .071" for
each 10 1 of the difference in elevation which in this case
is about 40*.
Pressure at ground level = 5.58 - .28 5.10" of water.
7. ffOUlIDATIOITS.
5&-G"
CO
30-9'
According to the table on page
the weight of the holder is about
125,000$. This will be taken by
the annular ring with a bearing
pressure of 125000 * 550 = 227 lbs
per sq. ft. Ilote that the founda-
tion is made 21" larger in diame-
rj in ter than the water tank, and note
ri(j.i<7. also that the inside diameter of
the annular ring is made suffi-
ciently small to support the landing beams for their entire length.
The depth of 5 1 is sufficient to go below the frost line at the
proposed location. The water pressure on the central slab is
62.5 x 20 * 1250# per sq. ft.

I. PARTIAL DESIGN 2,000,000 CUBIC FOOT - 4 LIFT
14 STANDARD GASHOLDER III STEEL TAI'IT.
1. GEKEilAL DIMENSIONS.
1st Section 134' 5.25" diameter x 55' 0" deep.
2nd " 136' 8" " x 35' 0"
3fd " 138' 10.75" " x 34' 6"
4th " 141 1 1.5" " x 34' 0" "
These dimensions are taken from a holder already built whose propor-
tions are satisfactory.
2. CAPACITY.
page
To check the capacity, use the formula as given on
•
.785 P/f x H, = .785 x 134.44
2
x 35 = 497,000
.785 Dp(H2- h) = .785 x 136.66 \ 33.75 = 496,000
.785 D^fHv- h) = .785 x 136. &9 x 33.25 = 507,000
= 500,000
2,000,000
.785 dT ( IL - h - 10) = .785 x 141. 12\ 31.92
3. CUPS.
In the above we assumed the depth of the cups to "be 15".
As a check in the expression
H >.167 (5 P + 2 d - 2 p) + 5"
P = 12" about
d = 0"
p = 2.2"
15 >(. 167(60 + - 4) + 5 = 14.33")
The height of the grip sheet must "be equal to the maximum
pressure + 2" = 10" + 2 = 12"
4. WIND LOADS
Assume wind pressure = 26# per stj. ft. of projected area.
V/ind on first section = 26 x 134.44 x 33.75 = 118000#
" " second " = 26 x 136.66 x 33.75 = 120000#
" " third " = 26 x 138.89 x 33.25 = 120000$
" " fourth " = 26 x 141.12 x 32.50 = 119000#
Maximum wind force ton rollers first section s 59000^
" " " " " second " = 119000$
"
" "
" third " = 120000#
fourth " = 119500#
5. SI10Y7 LOAD
Assume the half of the crown to the leeward to be loaded
with snow weighing 5# per sq. ft. This will give a moment which will

- (59000 25000) x 12 x 35 n __ . .Urmer panel J = 980,000 inch lbs.9x4
Second panel 119000 * 420 = 1,390,000 inch lbs.
Third panel 120000 X 420 = 1 40o,000 Inch lbs.
36
Lower panel 119500 x 420 = 1,395,000 inch lbs.
36
(2) Due to tangential rollers, the moments are half the
above since the standards are supported laterally in midway between
panel points.
8. DIAGONAL STRESSES (See page ££> ).
35
2.245 x 12100 x 48
35
2.245 x 20450 x 48 .
35
2.245 x 28,400 :£ 48Fourth panel = ^» UU zz ** = 87,500#
35
9. GIRDER STRESSES
Each girder should be so built as to be able to take in
compression the horizontal component of the rod below. This gives :-
Upper Girder - 18650 x 33 * 48 = 12800#
Second Girder - 37300 x 33 * 48 = 25600$
Third Girder - 63000 x 33 * 48 = 43400#
Fourth Girder - 87500 x 33 * 48 = 60400#
The girders must also be designed so as to distribute the
wind forces equally between the standards. According to Fig. 21
this vail give a maximum tension in the upper girders of 12300$ and
in the other three tiers of girders 25400$. The tension and com-
pression may act together, but the girders should be designed for
either acting along.
10. REMARKS
The designs of the holder, water-tank and foundation are
similar to those given for the 40000 cu. ft. holder, and the practice
in regard to details, such as deck girder, landing-beams, vertical
legs, etc., is given under the respective headings. In regard to the
guide-frame it may be said that the problem seems beyond any entire-
ly satisfactory solution. V/hen the holder is subjected to wind

add to the thrust on top rollers and lessen the thrust on the lower
rollers of the first section.
Moment = « 785 x 1^4 ' 44
^
x 5 x .42 x 154.44
2x2
= 1,000,000 ft. Ihs.
Thrust 25000 lbs.
G. M0ME1ITS 411D STANDARD STRESSES.
33'Q"
Moment about B 59000 x 35 = 2,070,000
Snow = 1,000,000 /#7
3,070,000 '
Post stress A-B = 5 ? 070 ' 000 = 6050#
3.5 x 146
Moment about G 59000 x 70 = 4,130,000
119000 x 35 = 4,170,000
Snow 1,000,000
9, 300, 000
Post stress B~0 = 18,150#
Moment about D 59000 x 105= 6,200,000
119000 x 70 = 8,350,000
120000 x 35 = 4,200,000
Snow = 1 ,000,000 ^
19,750,000
Post stress C~D = 38,600#
Moment about E 59000 x 140= 8,250,000
119000 x 105=12,500,000
120QC0 x 70 = 8,400,000
119500 x 35 = 4,190,000
Snow = 1,000.000 l/jt
34,340,000
Post stress D~E = 67,000#
Fig, 20,
7. BEIIDIIICr I.IQIJBITTS III STANDARDS.
(1) Due to radial rollers, assuming that the total wind
(or wind and snow) load on the top rollers of any section is divided
equally between^ rollers and that the rollers are midway "between
panel points.

pressure it will deform and the amount of the elastic deformation
will depend entirely upon the holder construction. The larger
the deformations the more ro?lers will hear, and the more evenly
will the pressure "bedistrihuted among the standards. Consequently
it is perhaps true that the larger the wind load, and the greater
the deformations, the more nearly correct are the methods followed
above.

•40.
W= +ofa/ wind
.
M.^ Wind pet-post
proportion ot wind
that should goto each post
to correspond with assump
t/on for rod stresses.
W. - _W = s W 3 excess
ateach of posts lt a/ 3, 4 andS
t€> be transferred hack by y/rders
to posts 6>,7 and 8.
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J. REFEHKIICE3
There has been little of value from an engineering stand-
point written about the design of gasholders. The best articles are
those which give American practice as shown in the construction of
large holders.
"The Guide-Framing of Gasholders" by I", 3. Cripps in the Journal
of Gas Lighting, volumes 50, 51 and 52. These articles
are of value only as they show the methods followed by
English engineers 25 years ago.
"Construction Details of a Llodern Gas-Holder" in the Engineering
Hews of October 26, 1905.
A description of a 5,000,000 cubic foot holder built in
Hew York City.
"Action of Gasholder Cups" in the Gas World 1829, page 251 and
following.
A clear and concise account of the action of gas in the
cups and grips.
"Gas Lighting" by Charles Hunt.
A general description of gasholders.
"German Standards" in the Gas World, llovember 28, 1903.
Standard specifications drawn up by an association of
German manufacturers.
"Heating of Gas Holder Cups" Proceedings American Gas Institute,
1908.
"Gas Engineers Pocketbook"
, H. O'Connor.
"American Gas Engineering Practice", Marion Bisbet-Latta.
"Handbook for Gas Engineers", Thomas Hewbigging.

K. RIVET Ilia TABLES
fi <, ^ +
T5e tal^f? below Sive the net section and efficiencyof plates ox any thiclmess for different sizes and s^acin- of rivetThese tables are taken from the catalogue of Tbe CLiSaro BrlLa J
work III ok
ar
? S a °nll taSles ever P^liBhed £r wlte?tf|htt. All ther tables refer to boiler work.
Table showing Properties of Lap Joints
"c rt
O^
r*
H°
1
T
911
5
TTT
H-in. Rivets %-in. Rivets JS^-in. Rivets J!-in. Rivets
W
S3
u 6
V
to W
SS
o
CO
td
U
S3
o
'£
ci
to W
ci
0)
CO
i
2
3
393
654
739
150
180
239
098
163
185
490
700
188
250
122
175
500
650
225
250
1 25
160
1
2
3
349
627
714
150
167
220
098
176
200
435
684
733
188
239
281
122
192
206
~500
685
~225
281
1 10
193
~500 "263 "Tio
1
1
314
600
692
150
157
204
150
150
191
234
098
187
216
392
663
746
188
222
296
122
207
233
471
708
225
300
147
221
500
679
263 156
312, 212
1 l
71
1
2
3
4
286
571
673
732
098
196
230
252
356
640
727
781
327
615
710
767
301
603
693
705
188
209
276
343
122
220
250
268
123
231
266
288
122
245
282
428
688
745
225
280
344
207
237
256
500
709
263
344
172
244
"393
669
752
458
7073
7
1 3
31
7
TT
1
2
3
4
262
523
654
714
150
150
180
220
098
196
245
268
098
196
258
284
188
198
259
320
188
188
245
"225
264
353
TT7
251
I 282
263
340
172
265
363
651
737
785
1225
251
332
406
Tl7
264
2<<9
~423
689
"263
322
T72
280
1
2
3
4
241
482
635
700
150
150
171
207 302 286 319
1
2
3
4
224
449
619
683
150
150
163
197
098
196
271
299
280
561
677
738
188
188
233
285
123
245
296
323
337
634
722
776
225
239
315
390
147
277
316
340
393
671
756
263
303
409
172
294
331
1 5
71
1
1
1
2
3
4
AVI
524
725
188
188
222
271
188
188
213
259
123
246
31
1
340
122
245
324
355
314
618
708
764
294
589
695
752
277
554
682
740
262
524
669
729
225
229
300
370
225
225
280
353
147
290
332
358
147
294
347
376
366
659
742
787
344
644
729
783
263
292
389
469
172
309
348
369
172
322
364
391
1
2
3
4
245
491
648
711
232
465
633
698
263
280
371
461
1 7
71
9
TT
I
2
3
4
188
188
205
248
1 23
247
336
371
225
225
275
337
147
294
362
393
147
295
376
410
323
630
718
772
305
611
708
762
263
270
355
441
263
2(53
340
421
172
335
381
410
172
344
398
429
1
2
3
4
225
225
263
322
1 9
31
1
2
3
4
248
496
657
719
225
225
255
311
147
294
390
427
28.S 263
577 263
6951 327
752 402
171
343
413
447
5
7
2 1
12
1
2
3
4
230
471
225
""5
147
294
403
443
275 263
550 263
685 316
172
344
428
464
172
344
440
480
507
645 247
708 300 742 389
2631
2
3
4
5
224
449
634
698
743
225
225
239
290
340
147
295
416
458
488
262
524 263
671 303
731 371
772 1 439
Table showing Properties of Lap Joints-confd
1 1
FT
2 3
312
2 5
71
1 3
T(5
2 7
3 2
1> f.
z
J4-in. Rivets %-in. Rivets M-in- Rivets
214
428
623
688
734
205
410
613
678
725
196
393
589
669
716
189
377
566
660
708
lsl
363
544
651
TOO
174
349
523
225
225
232
280
328
225
2.'.-,
226
272
318
225
225
225
26 1
/,l)8
22,
225
225
257
300
to
147
294
428
473
505
147
294
111
187
521
-in. Rivets
147
295
I 12
51 12
537
1 18
295
442
516
553
225] 147
225 295
225 442
250 529
291 569
225! 147
692
1(58
337
505
634
684,
225
225
245
284 1 584
225 147
225 295
225 442
239 555
277 599
W
251
1
500
662
725
766
239
478
654
715
758
229
458
644
707
751
221)
440
635
698
742
211
423
624
689
73 1
204
Iii7
611
6,81
263
263
29
362
128
2(53
263
288
351
414
263
263
280
34(
400
263
263
273
331
389
263
263
267
322
378
Plates \i to % inches thi
have been calculated basin
263
263
263
314
7281 367
196 263
393 263 344
589 263 515
674j 306 590
720 358 630
to
172
344
455
498
527
172
344
470
514
545
172
344
483
530
563
172
344
496
545
581
1
171
344
507
560
596
172
344
516
575
614
172
k; rivets, y2 , ys ,
on the foil,
These tables
value of plate. in tension=ioO. vake"of «^t\l\^™^°^ M
rivet in bearmg=150. Diameter of rivet hole V.
nominal diameter ol rivet
Thickness
Under each rivet size are given efficiencpitch oi rivets and effective section.
Efficiency is given in scale of 1000
Pitch in inches.—Decimal point, two figu
ee figures from the"right.
75. value of
greater than
-
°
T
£
T
p
!f
te anc
J
rmmber.of rows of rivets driven given inleft column. m'w »ffi^„„ y of joint,
"B' res from the right,bection in inches.—Decimal point, thre c '
LAPS ARE MADE AS FOLLOWS.
Rivets Center Rivet to Edge Plate
1
1.4
m
Spacing of Rivet Lines
\%
2
2^
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Table Giving Properties of Double Butt
Strapped Joints
II
P
•Si-inch Rivets
u
500
2 720
3 79
1
837
1 7
3 2
II
1 ti
1 <l
3 S
".(HI 22
260
397
Strap
OS'
1 4 > s
'
%-ineh Rivets
'J 1
8 2
1 1
TTT
2 3
3 2
794 425
837538
600 225
720 313
794 425
837 538
496 225
718 3J
1
793 422
837 533
471225
707 299
784 405
829
[
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1 449 225
2 1198 289
7(1 1 37 1
822 491
852 592
428 225
CSS 28(1
119 22%"x,
266 5 s h"x ;1
383 9%"x?
422 14% "x,
145 22%"x,
196 263 2 is
724 302 3(12
797 191 399
840 (12."> 120
500 263 266
72 I 3(12 385
Si nip
1-inch Rivets
T5
1 3
TT>
37C
473
5(19
22.",
678 272
759 364
808456
840 548
392225
668 264
751 352
801 441)
834 529
28
1
105
447
171
296
426
171
197
295
I 12
190
5" H
9N
1 I
1
s
•>•> i
•
9 6 s
'
14 l s
'
21 's
5*8
9%'
14j|'
518 21%
295
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501
540
559
295
473
527
97 494
840 625
500 263
1 7241362
797 191 I 17
840 625 173
500 263 295
724 362 430
797|494 473
840 625 500
"x%
."x%
9%
13 ;, 4
2 IK's
29-\<
9%'
,13^'
560 19 %'
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x
'
m
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,
x 6
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724
797
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724
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840
263 312
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263
362
494
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19.8
525
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1
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552
263 344
178 263
715 351
790 176
834 602
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514
568
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"x%
"x%
6H*xA
ll%"xA
16% "x%
25% "**/»
6% x A
16H"xJ|
24% "x%
11%
in'.;
158 263 344
706 341 530
783 4(1 1 . 587
828 581 621 24%
857(701 643|34 1-2
440 263 344
69S 331 545
776 446 606
819 552 640
S52 677 (166
x%
123 2(13 344
690 322 561
769 433 625
816 544 663
6% '
1114'
16'.> '
23 '
33%'
6%
11 1 2
16
'
2
23
x%'
'xA'
w
Pitch d SI rap
—
—
-
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Table Giving Propc: s ol Double Butt
Strapped Jen Continued
2 II
3 2
1 5
1 6
500
730
8G0
842
847 655 688%2%"xj
500
730
800
842
183
7211
795
838
300 375
112 .", 18
562 COO
713 632
300 391
412 570
562 ('25
7131658
300 392
402 l 585
48 646
693,681
3 1
^ 2 4
5
l l/2 x T7e
"
13^ "x ,Y
19%"x ry
29% "x%"
7%"x%'
13% "x%'
29% "x%'
1
2
1 1 34
5
6
1
2
1 1 3
1
1 H 4
5
6
7% "x%"
13%"x%'
19% "x A'
28%"xj 6 '
1
2
1 3 3
4
5
6
:i
i
- i m-li Riveti
Strap
8 1 I
393 263 31 1
674 307 590
756 409 (162
805 5 12 70 1
837 615 73.2
379 263 3 I I
665 299 603
750 40(1 (ISO
son 498 725
.833 598
%-incli 1 • 1 .
u
263 311
31 1 57i
121 II II)
528 0.8 1
635 71 1
III 10
1121
367 263
657 292
743 3S9
794 '485
829 587177713(1
355 263 344 6
650 286 630 11
37 380,714 16
16% "x' .
22% "x
, ;
32%"x
,,
V' : .
11%"X %
16%"x%
22% "x A
3i%"x%
6'2"x ,",
n%"
10,1,
21%
30 U
6%
11'.
1-inch Ri
w I SiW
1
ft.
j
cfi
466 30O 393,
713 392 602
788 53,2 III,:,
-32 671 702
Strap
4 19
705
782
827
10% "x A*
27^"x)r
31 11 1 393, ;;/xH"
13%"x%'
19H *xA'
27 'x|r
382 617
510 084
051 72 1
X 1 ft
433 300 393 7%"x,V
'00 1 3721634 13%"x,V
770 503 703,
,822 033 740
419 300 393 7%"xA'
090 302 047 13!4"xA'
709 1.8.8 721 19 1 ."x ,•; '
817,614 766 26M "x%"
27 "xH"
4"x&'
4 x A
'
7811
823
3 1 1
6 1 1
51764 21 >
29>
4
5651797
263 344
280 644
730|371 730
161 783
8181551 818
8 110 118 11
333
634
724
777
809
8 III
323
630
263
275
362
450
53 I
025
203
70
344
054
749
801
83 4
866
344
670
718 355 703
773 440 S21
.8 111
830
315
622
712
707
807
832
009
203
265
347
130
518
595
861
888
344
680
779
S39
883
910
108 300
684 350
1
764, 477
SI 3 599
393 7%"xA'
663 13% "x &'
740 19! 2 "x,: '
785 25%"x%"
6%"x,V
11%"xA'
16%*xA'
21 Vi "x ,» '
28%"xA'
39 "x\\
614
II'.
16%
21 %
2.8 ' .,
37%
6%
11%
Hi' ,
21%'
393 300 393 7%"x,V
677 348 677 1 1 3% "x A'
759 466 759 19% "x A'
807 584 807,25% "x%'
840 701,840 35%"x%'
x%'
x%
38
1
070
753
S03
83.'
30 >, '
'2 \°A
6%"x%
ll%"x%
16% "x%
2\y2 "x%
27% "x%'
36% "x%'
370
603
747
800
831
300
057
742
793
.828
300 393 7%"x%'
341 691 1 13% "x%'
455 777 19% "x%'
570 828 25%"x%'
0.83 801 35%"x!i'
300 393 7%"x%'
334 704|l3%"x%"
445 794 19% "x^'
556 850 25% "x %°
6671883 34%"x,i*
300 393 7%
32.8 719 1
3
1
.
436 812:i9! 2
544 868 25%
651 905 33%
x%"
*%'
x%"
xW
Table Giving Properties of Double Butt
Strapped Joints—Continued
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1
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1 5 3iT 2" 4
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1
6
7
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% -inch Rivets
Strap
8 -inch Rivets
31 15
610
708
702
800
828
29
594
700
757
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824
290
581
1
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752
792
820
842
282
564
690
747
787
816
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275
550
684
7 1.8
783
8 1 2
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A<
262
202
341
421
501
.",,8 1
263
203
334
112
10 1
508
203,
263
327
404
ISO
551
032
202
262
322
396
1711
544
01.8
262
262
317
389
461
533
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344
0.88
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857
900
932
344
088
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875
920
953
344
688
824
941
974
1 000
344
688
842
913
Strap
6L,
11%
10%
2 1 •,
20%,
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6%
11%
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21 U
20'o
35i,
'X^8
XfJ
"x\l
6%
11%
10%
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20%
34
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11%
10 1 2
21 %
'xlJ
"x re
"x fc
'
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Strap
300 393 7%"x 6/8"
322 731 13% "x^
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3( HI
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!
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x
tf \x 1
1
X \r,
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x Ik
X ! a
331 300
038 311
726 410
779 509
815 609
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322 300
632 306
721 403
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811 596
838 693
314 300
628 300
714 394
770 488
807 583
.831 677
S80 25 1 -, "x 6
920 33%"x5
393 7%"x r;*
745 13%"x!J"
845 19%"x T J"
906 25%"x}J"
947 32%"x" e "
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1
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